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Abstract- Procrastinationis all too familiar to most people. People
delay writingup their research(so we hear!), repeatedlydeclare they
will start their diets tomorrow,or postpone until next week doing odd
jobs around the house. Yetpeople also sometimesattemptto control
theirprocrastinationby setting deadlinesfor themselves.In this article, we pose three questions: (a) Are people willing to self-impose
meaningful(i.e., costly) deadlines to overcomeprocrastination?(b)
Are self-imposeddeadlines effective in improvingtask performance?
(c) Whenself-imposingdeadlines, do people set them optimally,for
maximumperformanceenhancement?A set of studies examinedthese
issues experimentally,showingthat the answer is "yes"to thefirst two
"
questions,and "no to the third. People have self-controlproblems,
they recognize them, and they try to control them by self-imposing
costly deadlines.Thesedeadlines help people controlprocrastination,
but they are not as effectiveas some externallyimposeddeadlines in
improvingtaskperformance.

Good resolutionsare useless attemptsto interferewith scientificlaws. Theirorigin is purevanity.Theirresultis absolutelynil.
- OscarWilde, ThePictureof Dorian Gray

Self-control problems arise when preferences are inconsistent
across time or context (e.g., Ainslie, 1975; Loewenstein, 1996). For
example, before going to a restaurantdieters may choose not to have
creme brulee,but when the time comes to have dessertthey may give
in to the temptationand orderit afterall, only to regrethavingeaten it
afterthe meal is over.The issue is not whetherhaving creme brulee is
right or wrong, but that orderingit is inconsistent with the decision
makers'preferencesboth before and afterthe event. One way to think
about these issues is that individualshave a set of preferences,X, at
some point in time (or under a certain set of environmentalconditions) and a different set of preferences,Y, at some other point in
time. In the case of the creme brulee, dieters may prefer not to consume it (Y) before going to the restaurant,prefer to eat it (X) when
orderingdessert and consuming it at the restaurant,and prefernot to
have eaten it after the meal is over (Y). This type of systematic preference reversal is often described by hyperbolic time discounting
(e.g., Ainslie, 1975; Kirby,1997; Laibson, 1997), underwhich immediately available rewards have a disproportionateeffect on preferences relative to more delayed rewards,causing a time-inconsistent
taste for immediate gratification.Creme brulee poses but a minor
self-controlproblem.Examples of more importantself-control problems include not exercising enough, scratching a rash, nail biting,
smoking, engaging in unsafe sex, abusing drugs, overspending,procrastination,and so forth.
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One of the causes for the apparentchanges in preferences over
time is changes in the saliency of the costs and benefitsof the activity
in question (Akerlof, 1991). For example, well in advanceof actually
taking on the responsibility of writing a book, the benefits of completing such a task loom large, and the costs seem small. Consequently,authorstake on such tasks. But as the deadline drawscloser,
the saliency of the costs and benefits changes. Authors become increasingly aware of the costs (the time needed for completing the
task), while the benefits become increasinglyless clear.
Although such time-inconsistent preferences may form serious
obstacles to following a planned course of action, they can be overcome. In additionto exercising willpower to resist temptation(Hoch
& Loewenstein, 1991; Muraven & Baumeister, 2000), people can
bind, or precommit, their own behavior (Prelec, 1989; Schelling,
1992; Strotz, 1956; Thaler & Shefrin, 1981; Wertenbroch,1998). For
example, people who want to diet, but recognize that creme brulee
will temptthem to deviate from theirplan, can preempttemptationby
going to a restaurantwith a less tempting menu. A wealth of anecdotes describesexamples of binding behaviors,including frequenting
health retreats where some food types are not available, saving in
non-interest-bearingChristmas clubs, or buying small packages of
cigarettes in order to reduce consumption (Wertenbroch,1998). An
extreme example was provided by Schelling (1992), who described
drug addicts sending self-incriminatingletters to be held in trust(and
mailed to the personthey fear the most will find out abouttheiraddiction) in the event of a relapse into drug use. What characterizesbinding behavioris the voluntaryimpositionof constraints(thatare costly
to overcome) on one's future choices in a strategic attemptto resist
futuretemptations.
Although time-inconsistent preferences and self-control have
been the subject of much theoreticalanalysis in psychology and economics (Ainslie, 1975; Bargh & Gollwitzer, 1994; Hoch & Loewenstein, 1991; Muraven & Baumeister, 2000; O'Donoghue & Rabin,
1999, 2000; Prelec, 1989; Strotz, 1956; Thaler & Shefrin, 1981;
Tversky & Shafir, 1992), controlled empirical evidence of self-control strategiesis scarce. The few studies that have looked at self-control show that people do attempt to impose costly restrictions on
themselves. In the domain of consumer choice, Wertenbroch(1998)
showed with experimentaland field data that people are willing to
forgo quantitydiscounts on goods that they may be temptedto overconsume, effectively paying a "self-control premium"to implement
a precommitmentstrategy of rationing their own consumption of
such "vices."Similarly,Read, Loewenstein,and Kalyanaraman(1999)
asked participantsto pick three rental movies either simultaneously
(for laterconsumption)or sequentially(for more immediateconsumption). Their results showed that participantsused the simultaneous
choices to precommitto watching more "high-brow"(as opposed to
more tempting"low-brow")movies. In the domainof medical testing,
Trope and Fishbach(2000) allowed participantsto set the magnitude
of self-imposed penalties for failing to undergo small, unpleasant
medical procedures.Their results showed that participantsused these
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penalties strategicallyas precommitmentdevices, setting higher penalties for more aversiveprocedures.
What remainsunclearfrom the studies that have documentedsuch
self-controlbehavioris the extent to which attemptsto impose restrictions on oneself are successful.The workwe reporthereexaminedselfcontrol empirically,with a focus on procrastination.In particular,we
were interestedin the effectivenessof setting potentiallycostly deadlines as a way to overcome procrastination.
To addressthis issue, we
looked at tasks on which performancecould be evaluatedobjectively.
Using performancemeasures,we could test not only whetherpeople use
self-imposed deadlines as precommitment mechanisms, but also
whetheror not these mechanismsimproveperformance.We askedthree
self-control,andperformance:
questionsregardingprocrastination,
• Do people self-impose costly deadlineson tasks in which procrastinationmay impede performance?
• Are people correct in imposing deadlines on themselves? In other
words, are self-imposed deadlines effective in improvingtask performance?
• Do people set their deadlinesoptimally,for maximumperformance
enhancement?

PILOT STUDIES

ticipated in the class via interactivevideo. The two sections of the
course (which, based on recordsprovidedby the executive-education
program,did not differ in overall academic performance)were each
assigned to a differentcondition(so there was no randomassignment
of individualsto treatmentsbut rathera randomassignmentof sections to treatments).

Procedure
During the first lecture, the instructorwent over the syllabus,
which included instructionsfor the study. One part of the course requirementswas to write three short papers.Studentsin the no-choice
section (48 students)were given fixed, evenly spaceddeadlinesfor the
papers(a paperat the end of each thirdof the course). Studentsin the
free-choice section (51 students) were given detailed instructions
about setting their own deadlines (as in the pilot studies). These instructionsindicatedthat each studentwas free to choose the dates by
which he or she wantedto handin the shortpapers.Fourexternalconstraints were set regardingthe dates: First, students had to hand in
their papersno later than the last lecture;second, studentshad to announce the deadlinesfor submissionpriorto the second lecture;third,
the dates were final and could not be changed;and fourth,the dates
were binding, such that each day of delay beyond the deadlinewould
cause a 1% penalty in the paper's overall grade. Finally, it was explained clearly that there were no grade advantagesfor early submissions because the instructorwould not providegradesor feedbackon
the assignmentsbefore the end of the course. Explainingto the students thattherewould be no feedbackbeforethe end of the coursewas
importantbecause it eliminatedincentivesfor studentsto hand in papers early in orderto get feedbackthatthey could use to improvesubsequentpapers.
In fact, the external incentives for the students in the free-choice
section encouraged submission of all three papers on the last possible day. By setting their deadlines as late as possible, the students
would have the most time to work on the papers,the highest flexibility in arrangingtheir workload,and the opportunityto learnthe most
about the topic before submitting the papers. Students also had an
incentive to set submission dates late because the penalty would be
applied only to late submissions and not to early ones. Finally, students who wanted to submit assignments early could privatelyplan
to do so without precommittingto the instructor.Of course, such private deadlines might be less psychologically meaningful than the
deadlines they set with the instructor,and hence more pliant and less
effective.

The two pilot studies took place within the context of a semesterlong course (14 weeks) at the MassachusettsInstituteof Technology
(MIT). Participantswere students in the class, and as part of their
course requirementhad to write either three shortpapers(Pilot Study
1) or one short paper (Pilot Study 2). The instructorexplained that
each studentwas free to choose the dates by which he or she committed to hand in the short papers, but that the deadlines had to be announcedin advanceand were binding.
Each of the deadlineswas scored by takingits distance(numberof
days) fromthe last day of class. Thus, a score of zero implies a planned
submissionon the last day of class (as would be predictedin the absence of self-controlproblems).Any other response indicates a more
severe deadlinethan necessary.In the firstpilot study,the mean deadline across all threepaperswas 21.2 days before the end of the course,
andsignificantlyearlierthanthe last possibledeadline,f(83) = 8.05,p <
.001. The meandeadlinewas 32.8 days beforethe end of the coursefor
the firstpaper,f(27) = 5.72, p < .001; 20.4 days before the end for the
second paper,r(27) = 5.04, p< .001; and 10.4 days before the end for
the thirdpaper,f(27) = 4.45, p < .001. These resultsshow thatthe studentsset themselvesdeadlineswell beforethe last day of class.
To rule out the possibility that students self-impose deadlines because of a preferencefor distributingevents evenly over time (Loewenstein & Prelec, 1993), in Pilot Study 2 we gave the students a
Results and Discussion
single task. The mean self-imposed deadline in this case was 41.59
First,we examinedthe declareddeadlinesfor each of the threepadays before the end of the course, r(21) = 15.44, p < .001, suggesting
thatsetting early deadlinesis strategic,and not an outcome of a desire pers. Again, each deadline was scored by taking its distance(number
of days) from the last day of class, so that a score of zero indicatesa
to space tasks evenly.
planned submission on the last day of class (perfectly normative).
Otherresponsesindicatethe severityof the deadlinesthe studentsimSTUDY 1: THE FREE-CHOICE/NO-CHOICE STUDY
posed on themselves. The mean deadlines were significantlyearlier
than the last possible deadline- 41.78 days before the end of the
Method
course for the first paper,t(44) = 8.41, p < .001; 26.07 days before
the end for the second paper,f(44) = 8.10, p < .001; and 9.84 days
Participants
before the end for the third paper,f(44) = 4.97, p < .001. Figure 1
Study 1 took place during a semester-long executive-education shows that only 43 deadlines (32%) were set for the final week of
course at MIT.Participantswere 99 professionals,most of whom par- class. The majorityof the deadlines were set priorto the last lecture,
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Fig. 1. Frequencydistributionof the declareddeadlinesin Study 1 as a functionof the week of class (Week 1 is the firstweek, andWeek 14 the
last week), plottedseparatelyfor the threepapers.
andin fact, only 12 students(27%)chose to submitall threepaperson
the last day of class.1
These resultsindicatethat people are willing to self-impose deadlines to overcome procrastination,even when these deadlines are
costly (our first question).The studentscould have chosen less binding privatedeadlines,but instead chose deadlines that involved more
commitmentandgreaterpotentialcost (a gradepenaltyfor being late).
It seems that they were willing to take the risk of losing grade points
to applythe self-controlmechanismof precommitment.
Next, we comparedthe gradesin the two sections to see if flexibility in setting deadlinescaused higher or lower grades comparedwith
externallyimposed, evenly spaced deadlines.There were three possible predictions:(a) If students do not have self-control problems,
greaterflexibilityshould lead to highergrades,(b) If studentsdo have
self-control problems, and if they both use deadlines to overcome
these problems and set these deadlines optimally, greater flexibility
should allow them to achieve higher grades, (c) If students do have

1. Because of missing data,the percentagesdo not fit with the total number
of studentsin the class.
VOL. 13, NO. 3, MAY 2002

self-controlproblems,and they use deadlinesto overcomethese problems, but do not set these deadlinesoptimally,greaterflexibilitymight
lead to lower grades.In sum, flexibility,comparedwith evenly spaced
deadlines,should lead to lower gradesonly if people have self-control
problems yet do not set their own deadlines optimally.2The results
supportedthe third prediction. The grades in the no-choice section
(M = 88.76) werehigherthanthe gradesin the free-choicesection(M =
85.67), r(97) = 3.03,/? = .003.
In additionto having a directeffect on performance,deadlinescan
have a secondaryeffect on other aspects of performancethat also require the investment of time as a resource. A naturalcandidate for
this measure is the students'performanceon a final project that was
due on the last day of class. Grades for the final project showed the
same effect: Scores were lower in the free-choice section (M = 11)
than in the no-choice section (M = 86), f(95) = 4.15, p < .001, suggesting that studentswith late self-imposed deadlinesfor the threefo-

2. We use the termoptimallyrelativeto participants'performanceunderthe
evenly spaced deadlines in the no-choice section. If performancecan be improved,it is suboptimalby definition.
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cal tasks might not have had sufficient time to dedicate to the final
project.
Although the students were instructedabout the penalties associated with missing the deadlines,it is possible thatstudentsin the freechoice section, comparedwith those in the no-choice section, treated
these deadlines as less binding because they were self-imposed.3To
demonstratethat the betterperformancein the no-choice section was
caused by the timing of the deadlinesand not by the perceivedforce of
the externally imposed deadlines, we comparedthe performanceof
the students in the no-choice section with the performanceof those
studentsin the free-choice section who chose evenly spaced (or almost
evenly spaced) dates for submission.This comparisonisolates the effect of deadline type (self vs. external)on performance.If these two
groups with similarly spaced deadlines differed in their performance,
the overall difference between the sections could be attributedto the
natureof the deadlines (self vs. external). However, if students who
spaced their deadlines evenly showed similar performanceregardless
of the natureof the deadline, the overall difference between the sections was likely due to the timing of the deadlines.The resultsshowed
that the performancedifference between the two sections decreased
dramaticallyand became nonsignificantwhen only those studentswho
had evenly spaced deadlineswere includedin the analysis (effect size
reducedby 59%). This comparisonsuggests that the overall effect of
self-imposing deadlines was due primarilyto the timing of the deadlines, notjust a weakerperceivedpotency of self-imposeddeadlines.

STUDY 2: THE PROOFREADING STUDY
The combinedresults of the pilot studies and Study 1 suggest that
decision makers who face situations in which they can self-impose
deadlinesrecognizetwo conflictingforces. On the one hand,they realize the value of binding themselves to overcome procrastination;on
the otherhand,they understandthe normativereasonsto set the deadlines as late as possible. We propose that decision makers combine
these two perspectivesand come up with deadlines whose timing is
suboptimal(as shown in Study 1) but better than delaying all deadlines to the last possible day. Thus, we hypothesize that performance
underself-imposed deadlines is lower than performanceunderexternally imposed, evenly spaced deadlines but higher than performance
under maximally delayed deadlines (when all tasks are due simultaneously at the end of the period).To examine this hypothesis,we now
focus on our second and thirdquestions:whetherself-imposed deadlines improveperformanceand, if so, whetherpeople know how to set
deadlines for maximumperformanceenhancement.Study 2 was designed to examine these questions in a controlledexperimentalsetup,
providing a more sensitive test of the effect of deadlines on performance than Study 1 did, coupled with a more objective performance
measure.

be contingent on the quality of the proofreading,with 100 paid per
correctlydetectederrorand a $1 penaltyfor each day of delay.A total
of 60 studentsparticipatedin the study,randomlyassignedto the three
experimentalconditions.

Procedure
We chose a task that people cared about but one whose outcome
was not central to their lives (in contrastto the course grades in the
previousstudies).We also wanteda task for which performancescores
would be more objective and for which we could pay participantsaccordingly.We thereforedesigned a proofreadingtask in which we deliberately planted spelling and grammatical mistakes. We used a
postmoderntext generator4to create text that was grammaticallycorrect but not meaningful,as shown by the following sample:
"Sexualidentityis intrinsically
however,
according
saysFoucault;
impossible,"
to de Selby[l],it is notso muchsexualidentitythatis intrinsically
impossible,
Thus,
butratherthedialectic,andsomewouldsaythestasis,of sexualidentity.
dialectictheory
holdsthatwe haveto choosebetweenpremodern
D'Erlette[2]
theroleof theobserveras poet.
feminismimputing
andsubcultural
We createdthree such texts with a length of about 10 pages each, and
inserted in each of them a total of 100 grammaticaland spelling errors.
Study 2 includedthree differentconditions.In each condition,we
clearly explained to the participantsthat their payoffs would depend
on how many errorsthey detected and on the time of submissionof
each proofreadtext. Participantswere told that submittingtheir tasks
early was permitted(without increasingtheir compensation),but that
delay in submissionwould resultin a penaltyof $1 for each day of delay. In the evenly-spaced-deadlinescondition,participantshad to submit one of the three texts every 7 days; in the end-deadlinecondition,
they had to submitall three texts at the end of 3 weeks (21 days); and
in the self-imposed-deadlinescondition,they had to choose theirown
deadline for each of the three texts within the 3-week window (as in
the previousstudies).

Results and Discussion

First,we determinedwhetherthe self-imposed-deadlinescondition
replicatedthe results of the previousstudies. The results showed that
participantsin this condition chose to space out their proofreading
tasks, F(2, 38) = 63.28, p < .001, thus showing a preferencefor selfimposingcostly deadlines.
We analyzedthreeaspects of performanceacrossthe differentconditions: numberof errorsdetected, delays in submissions,and earnings (see Fig. 2). All differenceswere statisticallysignificant(all/?s <
.01) in the expected direction.As predicted,the numberof errorscorrectly detected was highest in the evenly-spaced-deadlinescondition,
Method
followed by the self-imposed-deadlinescondition,with the lowest performancein the end-deadlinecondition.Results were similarfor parParticipants
ticipants'delays in submittingtheir proofreadingwork (in this case,
In MIT's newspaperand on bulletinboards,we placed an ad look- shorterdelays resulted in higher payoffs). Participants'earnings reing for "nativeEnglish speakersto help us proofreadpapersby other flected a combinationof errordetection and delay and thus show the
studentsto evaluatewritingskills."We also noted thatpaymentwould same patternof results.

4. Thetext-generating
3. Evidenceagainstthis argumentis thatall students(in bothsections)
engineis on theWebat http://www.elsewhere.org/
handedin theirpaperson orbeforethedeadlines.
cgi-bin/postmodern/.
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Fig. 2. Mean errorsdetected (a), delays in submissions(b), and earnings(c) in Study 2, comparedacross the three conditions (errorbars are
based on standarderrors).Delays are measuredin days, earningsin dollars.

Next, we examinedthe same measuresfocusing on the participants
in the self-imposed-deadlinescondition who had spaced their tasks
evenly,or approximatelyevenly (n = 10). Mirroringthe resultsof Study
1, the differencesbetween the evenly-spaced-deadlinescondition and
the ("sophisticated")self-imposed-deadlinescondition decreaseddramaticallyandbecamenonsignificantfor all dependentmeasures:delay
in submissions (effect size reduced by 55%), errorsdetected (effect
size reducedby 79%),andearnings(effect size reducedby 55%).This
reductionin effect sizes provides additionalevidence that a central
cause of the lower performancein the self-imposed-deadlinescondition comparedwith the evenly-spaced-deadlinesconditionwas suboptimal spacingof the tasks.
Finally,we asked participantsto evaluatetheir overall experience
on five attributes:how much they liked the task, how interestingit
was, how good the qualityof the writingwas, how good the grammatical qualitywas, and how effectively the text communicatedthe ideas
containedin it. Responses to all questions were on a 100-pointscale,
on which highernumbersrepresentedhigherqualityratings.An analysis of the average subjectiveevaluationacross the five questions revealed a patternthatwas the opposite of the performanceresults,F(2,
57) = 17.06, p < .001. Participantsin the evenly-spaced-deadlines
conditionliked the task the least (M = 22.1), followed by the participants in the self-imposed-deadlinescondition (M = 28.12), followed
by participantsin the end-deadlinecondition, who liked the task the
most, or dislikedit the least (M = 37.9). These resultsare not surprising, as the texts were meaninglessand the tasks were boring,if not annoying. We suggest that the patternwould have been reversedif the
task had been inherentlyenjoyable;participantsin the evenly-spaceddeadlinesconditionwould have enjoyed it the most, followed by parVOL. 13, NO. 3, MAY 2002

ticipants in the self-imposed-deadlinescondition, and finally by participantsin the end-deadlinecondition.
In addition,we asked participantsto estimatehow much time they
hadspenton each of the threetexts.The time estimatesrevealeda mirror
imageof the subjectiveevaluations,F(2, 57) = 45.76,/? < .001, indicating thatincreasedtime spenton the taskcausedthe evaluationto be more
conditionindicated
negative.Participantsin the evenly-spaced-deadlines
they spent the most time on the task (M = 84 min), participantsin the
conditionspent an intermediateamountof time
self-imposed-deadlines
on the task (M = 69.9 min), and participantsin the end-deadlinecondition spentthe least time on the task (M = 50.8 min).Takentogether,the
resultsshow thatwhen deadlineconstraintsincreased,performanceimproved,time spenton the task increased,and enjoymentof the task decreased(becauseof enhancedrecognitionof the truelow qualityof the
texts). The effectivenessof the constraintsthemselvesdependedon the
- self-imposeddeadlinesimprovedperformance,but
type of constraint
not to the samedegreeas evenly spaceddeadlines.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The studies presentedhere show that people sometimes impose
deadlineson themselves, even when missing these deadlines leads to
penalties. In a world without self-control problems, such behavior
would seem nonnormative.A rationaldecision makerwith time-consistentpreferenceswould not imposeconstraintson his or herchoices. But
if people impulsivelyprocrastinate,and if they also are awareof their
procrastinationproblems(e.g., Benabou & Tirole, in press; O'Donoghue & Rabin, 1999), self-imposingcostly deadlinescan be strategic
and reasonable.Study 1 demonstratedthat self-imposed deadlinesdo
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not enhance performance as much as externally imposed, evenly spaced
deadlines. The results from Study 2 show that performance under selfimposed deadlines is lower than performance under evenly spaced deadlines, but higher than performance under maximally delayed deadlines.
We can now return to the three questions posed earlier, (a) Do people
self-impose costly deadlines to overcome procrastination? (b) Are selfimposed deadlines effective in improving task performance? (c) Do
people set self-imposed deadlines optimally? The answer to the first two
questions is "yes," and the answer to the last question is "no." Our findings demonstrate that people understand the value of binding themselves to overcome procrastination, even in the face of strong normative
reasons for setting deadlines as late as possible. Our participants showed
some sophistication in their understanding of their own procrastination
problems, but many did not set their deadlines to bind themselves optimally. Whether our evidence of such "imperfect" sophistication (or
"partial naivete") reflects biased self-perception, cognitive limitations in
calibrating deadlines, or a deliberate mixed strategy of balancing flexibility and self-control is a question for future research. What is clear
from our empirical evidence is that procrastination is a real behavioral
problem, that people strategically try to curb it by using costly self-imposed deadlines, and that self-imposed deadlines are not always as effective as some external deadlines in boosting task performance.
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